I. CALL TO ORDER:

II. ROLL CALL OF MEMBERS

Members: Chris Tom, Michael Benson, Phil Saccone, Janakiraman Balachandran, Alexander Gutierrez, Kaitlin Flynn, Brooke Horton, Ryan Roberts

Present:

Excused:

Unexcused:

III. OUTSTANDING ACTION ITEMS

a. [Michael] Email Phil about Assistant Registrar contact information
b. [Phil] Email to Registrar about why course evaluation information is private
c. [Phil] Talk to Janet during next meeting about course evaluation privacy.
d. [Phil] Ask Darlene regarding enforcement of conflict resolution settlement and time requirements for setting up the board and other resolution milestones.
e. [Phil] Contact Jill McDonough regarding the new graduate housing planning process.
f. [Chris] Talk to Darlene re: student ombudsman/student resolution officers, getting recommendations and applications
g. [Michael/Phil] Talk to Janet during meeting about course evaluation privacy

IV. GRADUATE STUDENT BILL OF RIGHTS

V. CONFLICT RESOLUTION RESOURCES

VI. RESOLUTION FOR ACCESS TO INSTRUCTOR REPORTS

VII. OPEN DISCUSSION
a. Phil – Spring career fair for Rackham. First focus on Division III & IV careers, which might be less obvious. Boston Group, other consulting and investment banking are possibilities.
b. Phil – Opening up employment resources for everyone on campus. Currently largely internal to each school.

VIII. ACTION ITEMS

IX. ADJOURNMENT:

X. APPENDIX